
 

Haze vs Fog/Smoke 
Haze is an atmospheric effect that will basically put “liquid dust” (a fine mist) into the air to enhance 
lighting.  It makes beams of light visible and is used in almost any large concert.  Our hazers are Reel EFX 
DF50’s that use a food-grade mineral oil-based fluid.  The effect is quiet, there is no smell, and the effect 
lasts a long time.  These hazers can be used in Shannon Hall as long as they are controlled (i.e. they may 
not be allowed to run for hours with no breaks).  These hazers are currently not usable in the Play Circle.  
Here is a picture of haze in use during a concert:  

 

Fog is an atmospheric effect that creates a low-lying cloud effect.  We have a smoke machine (Martin 
Magnum 2000) that uses special fluid to create a heavy fog.  Our machine produces a visible cloud of 
smoke that runs along the ground and then rises.  It does not last long, and disappears in about 30 
seconds (per blast).  The machines do make noise that the audience may be able to hear.  The smoke 
also does have a slight smell to it.  One machine can cover about 1/4th the stage for a brief time. 
 

Another version of fog that is often used is dry-ice fog.  An example of a dry ice fogger is seen here: 

 

We do not own these, but they can be rented.  You likely have seen this used in The Nutcracker. 

 

http://www.reelefx.com/index.php?c=product.view&id=1
http://www.reelefx.com/index.php?c=product.view&id=1
http://www.martin.com/en-us/product-details/magnum-2000
http://www.martin.com/en-us/product-details/magnum-2000


 
 

 

Hazer 
ReelEFX DF-50 Diffusion Hazer 

 

 
 

• Fill with REEL EFX Diffusion Fluid (stored in 
Jeff’s Office) 
 

• This machine is generally paired with a fan.  The hazer and the 
fan can share the same 15A circuit (or dimmer – AS LONG AS 
THE DIMMER IS IN SWITCHED MODE) 

• Control: 
o Control the fan and the hazer together by creating a 

channel on the lightboard patched with the dimmer they 
are plugged into 

o OR use the switch on the back of the hazer 
• Two of these hazers will fill the stage within 10-20 minutes of 

turning them on (depending on airflow/set pieces/masking, etc) 
and the effect will last for 30 minutes or so.  They should not be 
run continuously for more than 30 minutes. 



 
 

 

 

Smoke Machine 
Martin Magnum 2000 

 
 

• Fill with Jem Heavy Fog Fluid B2 mix (stored 
in Jeff’s Office) 
 

• This machine needs a single 15A circuit. 
• Control with control panel on back of machine, or use XLR 

extension to move control panel to another location. 
• Machine can be used with its pair with one run as master (with 

control panel) and the other connected with XLR extension and 
run as slave. 

 

Please empty fluid before 
storing. 
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